
It’s time to go beyond touchpoints & see the
customer journey as a whole

In a landscape driven by customer-centricity, customer journey mapping stands

as a cornerstone of connecting brands with their valuable customers in a way
that feels exclusive, personalized & complete

Must-Read Resource
Combat the challenges of customer
journey mapping to deliver seamless CX

Creating a customer journey map might
seem straightforward on the surface. But in
reality, it can get complicated. Evaluating the
bottlenecks in a customer journey map helps
brands create a holistic approach to each
customer and build an end-to-end customer
journey map

Product of the Month

Transform customer data into actionable insights to make
data-driven decisions & drive maximum growth

How does it help?

Improved Efficiency | Actionable Customer Insights | Unmatched
CX | Improved Customer Retention

In the News
Event

Flagship Customer Connect, Delhi
Chapter powered by Zence

An exclusive gathering of CX Curators,
Innovators, and Enthusiasts to explore the
ever-evolving landscape of CX

Brand Speak

“Initially, the retail sector was primarily driven by manufacturing, then transitioned

into being a market dominance. It further evolved into adopting distributorship,
then retail-driven practices, finally culminating in a focus on prioritizing the

overall customer experience...” Says Mumkins, Co-Founder & CFO - Ataljit
Abhimanyu

Click Here to watch the complete video

In Conversation With

ATALJIT ABHIMANYU
Co-Founder & CFO
Mumkins

In our industry, nurturing customer loyalty is a cornerstone. When customers
truly feel valued, it creates a cycle of loyalty, leading to sustained engagement,

retention, and conversions. Crafting a unified customer view is pivotal in
extracting actionable insights from diverse data. This comprehensive perspective

enhances our understanding of customer preferences and interactions

Leveraging innovative solutions, like Zence Customer Data Platform, allows
leading brands like ours to deliver a seamless omnichannel experience at every

touchpoint
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